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Heating control solutions

In the hotel business, thermic comfort has to be

optimal at any time and any place. The heating

management can therefore easily become a real

brain teaser. Every room has its own characteristics,

guests their own habits and behaviors… As they

can’t find a satisfying solution to this problem,

hoteliers often choose to overheat to ensure their

guests a minimum comfort temperature. As a result,

they have to face overconsumptions and energy

waste as well as a quite average thermic comfort.

This doesn’t have to be: implementing the

Thermozyklus individual room control solves all

these problems at the same time.

An autonomous and easy-to-implement heating control

The Thermozyklus individual room control is different from all other existing heating controls: it is

dynamic and relies on a unique patented technology. The temperature is measured every second by the

sensors placed in the different rooms and the information is sent every minute to the central unit which is the

brain of the system.

The valve opening or closing decisions are taken automatically and in real time thanks to the patented

intelligent algorithm integrated in the central unit. Free energy gains such as sunlight, computers, human

warmth are taken into consideration, inertia is anticipated, heating periods are optimized depending on

actual needs… The precision of the heating control is unequaled: +/- 0,15°C, supporting evidence.

Another important asset is the fact that the Thermozyklus room control is easy to install and to use. In its

wireless version, no wiring is needed. Moreover, it is autonomous and without maintenance.

Optimal control of the installation and energy consumptions

A major argument in favor of the Thermozyklus room control is the optimization of energy consumptions,

especially as it doesn’t require any effort from the hoteliers and enables cost reductions as well as

substantial improvement of guests’thermic comfort and so their global satisfaction level.

Hotel business: how predictive and discreet heating
control optimizes comfort and cost control

ANNAPURNA***** Hotel, Courchevel 1850 (F)
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Heating control solutions

Automatic window opening

detection = heating off

RGM : programmable THZ-

MELJAC sensor

Thanks to the Thermozyklus control algorithm, the heating management is very

fine-tuned. Overheating and energy waste are eliminated thanks to, amongst

other things, the automatic window opening detection that switches off the

heating without even the installation of window contacts. This function is

particularly useful in the hotel business as guests regularly air their rooms

without considering the superfluous heating. Once the window is closed, the

Thermozyklus room control proceeds to the necessary calculations to

determine if the accumulated energy quantity in the room is enough to reach

the set temperature again. If it is not the case, the heating is turned on again,

otherwise it isn’t, which avoids pointless energy consumption.

The Thermozyklus room control also allows to prevent moisture; thanks to the FF technology, the sensors

placed in the rooms measure the hygrometry rate precisely and switch on the heating if necessary.

The PC-i Profile software enables central management of the installation on a computer from the reception

desk or any other wanted place. The PC-i software makes remote control possible for instance to easily

modify the room temperatures, set up heating programs or temperature lowerings when the rooms are

unoccupied to heat just as much as necessary. This way, the hoteliers detain full control of their installation

in a very simple way.

Personalized design and discreet luxury

To avoid unwanted manipulations, the Thermozyklus sensors exist in blind version. Temperatures can then

not be modified by the guests in their room but only on the central unit or via the management software. You

want to personalize thermic comfort and leave everyone the choice of its ideal temperature? No worries,

the programmable sensors are made for you.

Moreover, with the RS-D, Thermozyklus offers personalization of the sensors’

design and their integration in the switching range of the hotel: the patented room

control can be processed in the switch of your choice: Legrand, Siemens, Hager…

most available models are compatible.

Finally, in order to provide demanding hoteliers a solution that meets the high

level of luxury they offer their guests, Thermozyklus developed a partnership

with the French top range electrical apparatus specialist MELJAC – the

sensors with the Thermozyklus technology now exist in all available MELJAC

colors and finishes, programmable RGM with screen or blind RSM, just as you

like.
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Heating control solutions

Convinced hoteliers

The Thermozyklus room control is already well known and recognized in the hotel business as an

efficient solution that perfectly meets the expectations of guests as well as the management. Some

examples of successful installations: the 5 stars luxury hotel ANNAPURNA in the very fancy Courchevel

1850 (F) relies on Thermozyklus for years to ensure its guests’comfort and a discreet installation control.

The design hotel W, Parisian 5 stars palace, also trusts thermocyclic room control. Blind

sensors in the rooms to avoid unwanted manipulations, personalized thermic comfort

and central management on PC: comfort and energy efficiency ensured.

At the 3 stars hotel RIBERACH (F), Thermozyklus optimizes the

heating operation in three distinct areas with very different

heating needs: ecolodge hotel and spa, wine cellar and

restaurant. Temperature and hygrometry management

according to effective needs of every zone on 4 800 m² open to

winds… a difficult challenge accepted by the intelligent room

control.

The Troglodyte hotel in the French Vendée picked out Thermozyklus for its

discretion and central management (picture on the left). The room control system

was installed in wireless version on low temperature floor heating and a PC-I

software enables remote control and time programs.

The luxury bed and breakfast Villa Montmorency close to Paris

controls its heating installation while keeping its cast iron

radiators and their charm of the 19th century…

Better control your heating, that is Thermozyklus’

promise… and a real added value for hoteliers.


